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Tunnel Junctions Using Single Crystal Films of YBa2Cu3O7-, Superconductor
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NormaI netal-/:-nsulatorf superconductor tunnel junctions were
fabricated using thin films of YBac9uz0z_* or ErBa21ua0?_*
epitaxially grown on single crystalE o-f SrTiOt by a6ti-vateti
reaetive evaporati-on method. The junetions using-single erystal
YBarCua0z_-(OOt ) films on SrTi0? (1 00) show single set of the
pealis fn 'df/dV-V curve. For the -tunneling perpendicular to the
Cu-0 planes, A 6/*K)=1 0^,1 2meV and ZA/Utn=2.8*3.2 were obtained.
Quasipartiele density of states N.(Ef deconvoluted from the
dI/dV-V curve ind.icates inereas6 of the gap states with
inereasing temperature.

Introduction
The tunnel measurements of the Cu based

oxide superconductors are expected to reveal
the nature of high transition temperature
superconductivity. Here we report the first
measurements of planer qr.rasiparticle tunnel
junctions uslng single crystal thin film of
( 001 ) YBa ZCw3O. _*( YBc0 ) with good quality i-n

the surface, epitaxially grown on

SrTiO3(tOO). We also represent the resuls of
junctions using (ttO)YBCO on SrTiO3(ttO1.

Recently we succeeded to prepare a

single crystal YBC0 on single crystal SrTiO3

substrate by the activated reactive
evaporation teehniqlr"l ). The low temperature

proeess of the method (53O-7OO"C) enables us

to fabrieate films with smooth surfaee and

allows us to build tunnel junctlons on it.
Deconvoluted quasiparticle density of states
Ns(E) seen in the direction perpendicular to
the Cu-O planes gives us peculiar aspects.

Experinental Details
The YBCO films with i000i thickness were

eontrolled metal sources and by direct
reaetion with oxygen at the surface of the

prepared by coevaporatl-on fron lndlvldualty the slde edge of yBco ras covered b]r 500 i

substrate. The oxygen i_neorporation during
the growth of the film is significantly
important for the crystal formation of yBC0.

We nad.e relatively high-pressure oxygen
environment near the substrate ( tO-2terr).
The process involves the introd uct j-on of
oxygen plasma ( lO-5 Torr during the
deposition) by RF oscillation between the
evaporation sources and the substrate. In
order to adjust the oxygen content in the as-
deposited filns, they were in-sj_tu oxidized
below the growth tenperatures by introducing
oxygen gas at the pressure of about ZOO Torr
into the evaporati_on chanber.

As an i-nsulator, aluminum oxide (AlOx)

was evaporated. on the yBCO film in the oxygen
atmosphere of 5 x 1O-l+ Torr. We attenpted to
prepare several junctions with different
thickness of the insulator and for.rnd that a

30 i thick AlOx did not act as a barrier,
probably due to pin holes. Thereforer wo

used 60 i AlOx for the junctions stud.ied..
Besides, in order to avolde a leak current,

A10x.

For a top normal netal electrode, a pt
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or Ag film with 1000 A thickness was
depos j-ted. Sinee a11 the patterning
processes were carried out through the metal
masks (without any chenieal etching or ion
bonbardment), the deterioration of the film
quality was expected to be mininized.

To exanine the surface quality of the
'YBCO on SrTi0r(tOO) as a superconductorr we

prepared the ultra-thin YBC0 film with 1OO i
thiekness. We for:nd that even such an ultra-
thin film exhibits the supercond.ucting
transition at SZKZ). Besldes the di-rect
contact between the YBC0 and. a metal shows no

contact resistance. Therefore we believe the
quasi-particle tunnel junction using the YBCO

filn reflect the bulk nature of the
supereond.uctor.

The current aeross the tunnel junction
was neasured using a eonstant voltage eircuit
and then the differential eond.uctance was

conputed. In the neasurenents, the polarity.
of the applied voltage V i_s defined as that
in the superconducting film agalnst the
nornal metal.
Results and Discussion

The junctions using good quality single
crystal YBCO films on SrTiO3(tOO) never show

clear steps like that in the Bard.een-Cooper-

Schrieffer(g0s) theory in the I-V curve, but

show smalI peaks around. 10neV in the dI/dV-V

curve at, - l+K. The typical results at lr.6K

for the junction where the single crystal
YBCO film has transition tenperature T"=87K

with transition width .4lc (lO-gOZ)=3.'7K and

resistivtty p=7x10-50cn at Tcons"t are seen

in Fig.1 . These data lead gap parameter

A(+.5K)=1Ot2neV and the coupling constant
ZA/kT"-2.810.3 1n the direction perpendieular

to the Cu-O planes of YBCO. The values of
the coupling constat for the YBCO which we

have neasured. so far in the sane manner are

between 2.8 and 3.2 equal or less than the

value of the weak coupilng limit of the BCS
2\

theory/ / .
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Fig.1 Tunnel current and the differential
conductance as a function of applied voltage
at lr.6K for the sanple where
YBCO(OOt )/SrTi.0, (tOO) has T"=8?K with d T"=/rK.

The tunnel dif ferential- cond.uctance

betlreen a nornal netal- and a superconductor

with quasiparticle density of states Nr(E) at
a tenperature T can be expressed by

(*#)r= SI-Nr(E)aur(E-ev,r)an, (1)

where Gn and f(E-eVrT) are the tunnel
conductance in normal states and the Fenni

function respectively. We assume i-n (t ) that
the d.ensity of states in the nornal- conductor

and the tunnel matrlx elenent are constant in
the energy region of the experiments.

Ns(E) at various temperatures were

extracted. directly from the data by
deconvol-uting (t ). These are shor,m in Fig.2.
The deconvoluted Ns (E) is quite different
from the BCS density of states. There are
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Fig.2 Deconvoluted quaslpartiele density of

states Ns(E) of YBCO below the Fermi 1eve1 at

various temperatures observed in the
direction perpendj-cular to the Cu-O planes.

maJry states at Ef, Here we cannot rule out

the effect of leak currents on the Ns(E). The

peak structureat ldl becomes broad and the
gapstates increase with increasing
temperature. Such a feature may be

qualitatively explained by the lifetime
broad.ening model with temperature dependent

broadening paraneter r^rhich has been found. in
the superconductor PbO.9BiO.1 by Dynes et
,l.D. However we note that too many excess

state s at Ef can not be explained
quantitatlvely by the model. The temperature

d.ependence of A which seems to be nearly
eonstant 1 OmeV at least below T f T 

"=O.'ltaking account of broadness of the value
resembles to that in the BCS theory.

Fig.3 Tunnel current and
conductance as a function
at /+.7K for the
EBCo(r r o)/srTi03 (r r o)

T"=/rOK.

the differential
of applied voltage
sample where
has T"=30K with

The junctions using the YBCO epitaxially
grol,n on SrTiO3(ttO) usually show regularly
spaeed. multipeak structure in the dI/dV-V
curve. Such a featr.re becomes clearer for
the samples with the YBCO film posessi_ng

lower transition tenperature Tc, wider
transition width Tc and higher resistivity
above Tc. The typical results at /+.7K are
shown in Fig.3 for the junction using
ErBa2Cu30Z_* on SrTiOr(ttO) whieh has T"=30K,

AT"(10-go7")=4oK rnd f =7x10-3.fl.cm at Tconset.

We observe the obvious steps in the I-V
curve. Thi-s eventually prod.uces very sharp

and regularly spaced nultipeaks in the dI/dV-
V curve.
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tunneling characteristics forrnd by Coon and

Fiske5) i, very simj-Iar to our observations.

They found that the I-V curve of the
Josephson junction in an applied field of a

few gauss becones steplike. These steps are
associated with resonant electronagnetic
mod.es of the juncti-on, which act as arl open-

ended cavity. The lowest and the hlghest
nodes are set by the jr-mction dimensions and

by the gap paraneter respectively.
Indeed, heterogeneous structures

i-magined from the low quality of the
superconducting films suggest the Josephson

juncti-ons involved in the fil-ms.
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